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open, they gave one an uncomfortably naked feeling;
and that as I walked hack the few yards to the doctor
behind the nnui wall with the first casualty, u boy in
my own platoon, who was hit in the shoulder, I
suddenly remembered supporting Wilfred through
the tailing rain after he had sprained his ankle that
afternoon at Rugby live years ago*  For .some days
first experiences went on accumulating.  Our first
night in the front line 1 remember more vividly than
most of them. The garrison had gone to ground by
now and we were to hold the extreme left of the line
in rotation with a company of the Royal West Kents.
Behind us the loop of the river made a U-shaped bag,
with the town of mud houses in the bottom and the
line of trenches across its nunuh.  We filed up the
communication trench, bulky with overcoats and
equipment,   It was a cold December night*  The
trenches were still not deep enough, the Turks were
about fifty yards away, ami bullets were cracking
and whining all  round us*   We took over the
trenches and 1 saw my sentries posted, and I remem-
ber how» us I first stood on the tirostep ami peered
over into the tumultuous dark, it suddenly occurred
to me that, though the enemy couldn't see me, at
any instant one of these fortuitous bullets might be
in my brain, and how, just because this had occurred
to me with such startling vividness, I continued, like
an idiot, to peer over for some seconds longer than
was necessary-   After this I strolled down our
trenches again, and the stolid, honest Hampshire
lads of my platoon would turn to glance at me with
a friendly grin of half-sheepish excitement* Suddenly
there was a louder crack than any, right in my ear

